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Motivation
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–Recent economics crises highlight that many household are ill-equipped to 
withstand even modest amounts of income volatility (Narayan et al., 2020).

–The standard measure of the consumption response (ΔC) to income shocks (ΔI) 
is the marginal propensity to consume: 

MPC = ΔC/ΔI 

–The marginal propensity to consume is strongly heterogeneous with respect to

–different types shocks

–different types of consumption

–household characteristics (Bernardini et al., 2020)
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–Surveys, event studies and quasi-experiments were popular in previous work.

–Broad range of MPC results spanning orders of magnitude, even for similar 
types of specific shocks, should make us cautious. (Havranek and Sokolova, 2020)

–They all highlight that MPC is very heterogeneous. (Jappelli and Pistaferri, 2020)
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–MPC is heterogeneous with respect to, amongst others:

–Liquid wealth (Ganong et al. 2020; Jappelli and Pistaferri, 2020; Kaplan et al. 2014)

–Perception of the (un)expectedness of the shock (Jappelli and Pistaferri, 2010)

–Myopia (Kőszegi and Rabin, 2009; Ganong and Noel, 2019)

–Age (Jappelli and Pistaferri, 2020)

–Sign and magnitude of the shock (Christelis et al. 2019)
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–Uses labelled bank transaction data to study all monthly labour income and 
consumption changes of workers and employees.
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This paper
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–Uses labelled bank transaction data to study all monthly labour income and 
consumption changes of workers and employees.

–Employs a data driven approach to classify a wide range of possible income shocks 
(indexation, flexible working schedules, policy interventions, …).

–Constructs a labour income shock classification and identification framework.

–Finds a much stronger reaction to positive recurrent shocks and level shifts than to 
transient shocks. Negative transient and recurrent shocks are smoothed. Strongest 
response in semi-durable and durable consumption for all shocks.



Data
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–We leverage an anonymized bank dataset from BNP Paribas Fortis (BNPPF)

–BNPPF is active in all regions of Belgium and has ~30% of the market.

–Individual transactions, monthly balances and non-identifying demographics.

–Every transaction is enriched with a label indicating economic use
e.g. labour income, groceries and apparel.

–Consumption is subdivided according to its durability type via UN’s COICOP 

- Non-durable (e.g. food, utilities) - Semi-durables (e.g. apparel, toaster)

- Durables (e.g. fridge, car) - Services (e.g. musea, public transport)



Sample selection
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–Select active clients, i.e. with labour income and regular consumption.

–Keep clients with both minimum income (€600) and minimum non-durable 
consumption (€150) in every month (Storms et al, 2009).

–Removes inactive clients, i.e., another main bank.

–Active accounts can include shared accounts of families.

–Final samples has 45 578 individuals observed monthly from 01/2016 to 06/2022.
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–Previous work has focused on large, identifiable and atypical income changes.

–Assumption: The distribution of typical income changes has a negligible 
overlap with the distribution of atypical income changes.

–This allows us to differentiate between typical and atypical income changes: 

Shock classification
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Typical and atypical shocks
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–Given this threshold, we can we subdivide income changes mi,t in typical 
changes (ΔZ) and atypical changes (ΔT)



–Further subdividing atypical changes requires an additional reference point.

–People’s act as if their financial horizon is 1 year. Benartzi and Thaler (1995)

–Most employment related events have a yearly frequency.

–An atypical change in income is a

–level shock* if it has not reverted next year and has not reverted next month

–recurrent shock if it has not reverted next year and has reverted next month

–transient shock if it has reverted next year

Recurrency and permanency
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–Further subdividing atypical changes requires an additional reference point.

–People’s act as if their financial horizon is 1 year. Benartzi and Thaler (1995)

–Most employment related events have a yearly frequency.

–An atypical change in income is a

–level shock* if it has not reverted next year and has not reverted next month

–recurrent shock if it has not reverted next year and has reverted next month

–transient shock if it has reverted next year

*If not preceded by a permanent or recurrent shocks of the opposite sign.

Recurrency and permanency
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Classification of income changes
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–Full classification scheme (for a positive income change)



–Assuming that log labour income has locally constant mean c with variance ζ2 ,

we want to estimate the variance σ of the month on month (MoM) changes.

Shock identification
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–Every year, on average, a Belgian labour income time series contains at least

–1 level shift (indexation, promotion),

–2 positive recurrent shocks (holiday pay, end-of-year bonus).

–We address these issues with

–demedianing the time series,

–using an outlier robust MAD estimator with moving window of 12 months.

Shock identification - defining a threshold (I)
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–In formulas

–We safeguard for individuals with low income volatility by setting 𝜀 to 0.5%. 

–The threshold for identifying an atypical shock is then given by:

–Where cMoM, inspired by one-sided tests, is set to 1,645.

Shock identification - defining a threshold (II)
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–The year on year income change determines transiency.

–Due to longer horizon, year on year changes are sensitive to income 

shifts.

–Controls for level shifts by subtracting the running median of labour 

income

–Where cYoY, similar to cMoM, is set to 1,645.

Shock identification - defining a threshold (III)
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Shock identification in practice
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Shock classification applied the labour income process of a random client. The top row is the labour 
income time series with annotated shocks and below is the month on month changes with shock 
threshold boundary in red and the year on year changes with shock threshold boundary in red. In 
each row the black dotted grey lines indicate the start and of the period for which we can identify 
shocks and the vertical dotted grey lines indicate identified shocks.



Shock distribution validation (I)
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–Most common shocks in Belgian are holiday pay in May (and June) and 

an end-of-year bonus in December.

Frequency of shocks per month. Red shocks are negative, blue shocks are positive. Darker 
colours indicate more a higher frequency of recurrency. The shock classification identifies the 
most common shocks in Belgium.



Shock distribution validation (II)
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–Most shocks are followed by a typical income change, i.e. No Income Shock 

(NIS).



Shock distribution validation (III)
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–Most shocks are followed by a typical income change, i.e. No Income Shock 

(NIS).



–Baseline mode

–Client fixed effects

–We control for 

–replacement income

–demographics (age, gender, civil state and the interaction of gender and civil 
state).

Regression specification (I)
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–Extended model

–Interact income changes with shock dummies.

–Each income change is fully identified as a single type of shock.

–Elasticity for a given shock is sum of β and ẟshock.

Regression specification (II)
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–Extended model with wealth controls

–We add a low wealth dummy for people in the lowest quartile of liquid wealth (less 
than € 4 436).

–Liquid wealth is the sum of current, (pension) savings and investment accounts

Regression specification (III)
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Baseline regression results (I)
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– Comparison with Ganong et al. 
2020 who uses bank data from 
JPMorgan Chase between 
10/2012 and 04/2018.

– Effect of replacement income is 
order of magnitude smaller.

– Effects of control variables are 
always small.



–Literature has often focused on 
non-durable consumption.

–Much stronger consumption 
response for semi-durable and 
durable consumption.

–Total consumption also includes 
services and mixed consumption.

Baseline regression results (II)
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Extended regression results (I)
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– Asymmetry, individuals react 
stronger to positive shocks than 
to negative shocks.

– Stronger reaction to positive 
recurrent and level shocks than 
to transient shocks.

– Negative transient and recurrent 
shocks are smoothed.

– People reduce non durable
consumption when confronted 
with negative level shocks.



Extended regression results (II)
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– Much stronger consumption 
response for semi-durable and 
durable consumption especially 
for positive recurrent shocks and 
level shocks.

– Individuals smooth negative 
transient and recurrent shocks for 
all durability types.

– Semi-durable consumption is 
almost completely smoothed.



Extended regression results (III)
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– Low wealth individuals react 
more to all shocks for all 
durability types.

– Very strong consumption 
response to positive recurrent 
shocks of 0.97 for semi-durable 
and 0.5 for durable consumption.



Conclusion
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– We constructed a framework that can identify and classify income 

changes.

– MPC is heterogeneous with respect to both the shock and consumption 

durability type. 

– People have a strong consumption reaction towards positive recurrent 

shocks and level shocks and strongly mooth negative transient and 

recurrent shocks.

– Consumption response for durable consumption and semi-durable 

consumption is respectively 2 and 4 times as high as non-durable 

consumption.
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Appendix
Shock summary statistics

43Mean income, mean change in income and mean change in consumption per durability 
type for every type of shock in euro (top) and log (bottom).



Appendix
Sample summary statistics
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–Our sample contains mostly married (civil state = 1) men (gender = 0).

–Shared accounts have a primary holder. In married couple this is most often 
the man.

Mean, median and standard deviation of the dependent and 
independent variables for our entire sample.
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Representativeness labour income definition
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Comparison between the fiscal 
income distribution of StatBel with 
the total labour income distribution 
for all clients in the BNPPF dataset 
of 2019. Total labour income is the 
sum of regular labour income, 
unemployment benefits, other 
replacement incomes and pensions.



Appendix
Sensitive to modest income volatility - liquid wealth to labour income 
ratio ratio
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Appendix
MAD distribution of log labour income
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